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SAP Support Package Implementations: 

Which Policy Should You Choose? 
 

The development and use of software means the existence of bugs, and SAP
®
 ERP is 

no different from any other software. Fortunately, SAP identifies these bugs through 

its support organization and provides a remedy through correction software updates 

called OSS notes (or simply ‘notes’). 

Notes are grouped into support packages and support package stacks. For a detailed 

description of notes, support packages, and support package stacks see Appendix A. A 

company’s correction implementation policy defines at what level (single note, 

support package, or support package stack) corrections are implemented. 

 

A recent survey
1
 shows that the most dominant correction implementation policy 

among SAP customers involves implementation of complete support package stacks. 

43% of the survey respondents are employing such a policy. Other respondents select 

only the required support packages (25%), apply only notes (17%), or implement 

corrections as part of an enhancement package (15%). See Figure 1: 

 

 

 
Figure 1 – Correction Implementation Policies 

 

Impact Analysis: The Key Correction Challenge 

The actual implementation of support packages (and even support package stacks) is 

usually not a labor-intensive task. In fact, the technical aspects of implementing a 

support package stack should not take more than a day. But here’s the rub:  

 

A single support package contains, on average, about 400 notes and a support package 

stack contains around 8,000 notes. 

  

                                                
1 2009 SAP Support Costs Survey, http://go.panayainc.com/SupportSurvey.html 
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Some implementations span across several support package stacks and therefore 

translate to the implementation of tens of thousands of code corrections at once. For 

example, Support Package Stack 15 (the latest support package stack released by SAP 

to date) contains 8368 notes in 36 support packages. 

When applying such a massive change to your code, the main challenge consists of 

assessing the impact of that change on the behavior of the system. By definition, notes 

are supposed to only correct bugs, but in reality they potentially create new problems 

by changing standard functionality, introducing new bugs, or, most commonly, 

causing custom code to fail. 

 

For this reason, when asked what are the main challenges an organization faces when 

implementing support packages, 58% of survey respondents said the assessment of 

the impact on their existing solution. See Figure 2: 

 

 
Figure 2 - Support Package Challenges 

 

Consequently, support package implementation projects include extensive testing that 

is aimed at verifying the correct operation of the pre-implementation functionality and 

identifying any new problems introduced into the system. Not surprisingly, efficient 

testing was also selected as one of the key challenges in a support package 

implementation project by nearly 39% of survey respondents. 

In regard to implementation timelines, the survey shows that support package 

implementations require an average of 73 person days, with the majority of the effort 

(42 days) associated with testing. See Figure 3: 
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Figure 3 - Support Package Implementation Effort 

 

Correction Implementation Policies: Pros and Cons 

The need on one hand, to correct bugs, and on the other hand, to handle impact 

analysis, has stemmed two different approaches to correction implementations in an 

SAP ERP system: 

 

1. Re-active Policy – Notes are implemented as a reaction to bugs identified by the 

organization. Support packages and support package stacks are not implemented. 

2. Pro-active Policy – Support packages (or support package stacks) are 

implemented on a regular basis to avoid problems before they impact the 

organization. 

 

As expected, there are pros and cons to each of these approaches: 

 

Re-active Policy 

Pros  

• Implementing individual notes is a non-disruptive event that is relatively easy to 

analyze and assess its impact. Therefore, implementations using this policy can be 

carried out in an ongoing manner without demanding extensive testing effort and 

with minimal risk of unexpected impacts. 

 

Cons  

• When support packages are not implemented, the SAP code becomes gradually 

outdated. This has two implications: 

• An increased likelihood of encountering errors, performance issues, and even 

security issues. 

• The implementation of an individual note often requires previous notes to be 

implemented first. These pre-requisite notes may, in turn, have pre-requisite 

notes of their own. The result over time is that instead of implementing 

individual notes, SAP support organizations find themselves having to 

implement long threads of notes. This puts pressure on SLA time frames and 

complicates the notes’ impact analysis. 
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To demonstrate this policy, one SAP customer chose to implement very few support 

packages during the past three years and instead implemented 278 individual notes in 

his ERP system (see Figure 5). Upgrading this system to the latest support package 

stack will require this customer to implement 281 support packages at once. See 

Figure 4: 

 

 
Figure 4 - # of support packages implemented over time using a re-active implementation policy 
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Figure 5 - Notes implemented using an infrequent support package implementation policy 

 

Pro-active Policy 

Pros  

• Keeping your code up-to-date is always a good practice and probably the best way 

to avoid errors on an ongoing basis. 

 

Cons  

• Since implementing support packages requires extensive testing and also some 

level of code freeze throughout the implementation project, it inevitably presents a 

disruption to the IT project plan. Organizations find it difficult to frequently stop 

everything they are doing and shift their focus to support package 

implementations. 

 

 

To demonstrate this policy, one SAP customer implements support package stacks 

regularly (on average, every 6 to 12 months) and has had to implement only 44 

individual notes. Thanks to his keeping his code up-to-date, upgrading to the latest 

support package stack will include the implementation of only 28 support packages. 

See Figure 6 and Figure 7: 
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Figure 6 - # of support packages implemented over time using a frequent support package 

implementation policy 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - Notes implemented using a frequent support package implementation policy 
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Hybrid Policies 

In an attempt to seize the better of the two policies described above, some SAP 

customers adopt hybrid policies such as: 

• Implementation of support packages when SAP creates a strong motivation to do 

so; e.g., when the support package is a pre-requisite for an enhancement package 

implementation. 

• Update regularly only a small set of software components, e.g., keeping only the 

HR component up-to-date, which is often mandatory for regulatory compliance, 

while keeping the rest of the system unchanged. 

 

Recommendations 

Although there is no absolute right or wrong correction implementation policy, after 

analyzing the behavior and consequences of hundreds of SAP customer policies, we 

can suggest the following guidelines: 

 

• Don’t lag too far behind – Waiting longer than two years between correction 

implementations will result in an effort that is almost comparable to a full-fledged 

release upgrade (which requires a long code freeze period), an organization-wide 

challenge to find the right time to implement the support package stacks, a riskier 

project, and an increased post go-live risk. 

• Keep track of ‘special notes’ – Although most notes are classified as ‘Program 

Errors’ and are aimed at correcting bugs, some notes are classified differently 

(e.g., ‘Advanced Correction’ or ‘Workaround for missing functionality’) and 

provide special functionality. Our SAP customer analysis shows that the latter 

tend to be more frequently and severely impacted by support package 

implementations and upgrades. It is a best practice to keep track of any such notes 

implemented in your system and verify that the functionality they affect still 

works after the upgrade.  

• Use automation tools for impact analysis – Given that impact analysis is the 

main challenge organizations face when implementing corrections, we 

recommend investing in automation tools to remove most of the complexity, risk, 

and effort otherwise inherent to these projects. 

 

 

 

 

Get Your Free Support Package Automation Trial Today 
Click here for more information about SAP support package automation: 

http://www.panayainc.com/SAP-support-packs-SAP-support-packages-Panaya.html 

 

Click here to sign up for your free support package automation trial: 

http://www.panayainc.com/Request-a-Trial.html 
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Appendix A – Notes, Support Packages and Support Package Stacks 
 

Notes include code corrections and/or data-dictionary changes to SAP standard 

objects. These changes are called correction instructions. 

Each note is aimed at solving a specific problem across all releases in which this 

problem exists. A single note may include multiple sets of correction instructions - 

one per each release containing the problem. For example, a note may include two 

instruction sets - one for correcting the problem on a 4.6c system and the other for 

correcting it on a 4.7 system. Ultimately, the correction is incorporated into the 

standard code of a given release that makes the note obsolete for that release and 

future releases. 

Notes are released regularly and frequently – between 2,000 and 3,000 notes are 

released every month just for SAP ERP. Since individual implementation of notes is 

labor-intensive, SAP groups notes into support packages, which customers can 

implement in a single run.  

 

Support packages target a specific application component and are released 

sequentially. For example, the EA-HR ERP component provides HR-related 

functionality. Every month a new support pack is released for this component.   

 

There are dependencies between ERP components that create subsequent 

dependencies between support packages. To tackle this reality, SAP introduced the 

concept of support package stack that aligns support packages across all ERP 

components. Support package stacks are released (roughly) on a quarterly basis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Panaya 

Panaya’s Software-as-a-Service solutions enable companies that use SAP to save up to 50% 

of their application lifecycle costs and minimize the risks associated with system changes. 

Utilizing cloud-based simulation to analyze the impact of pending changes, Panaya 

automatically pinpoints which custom programs will break as a result of an upgrade or 

support package implementation. Panaya provides a complete solution for managing these 

changes, explaining how to fix the anticipated issues, suggesting the most efficient test plan, 

and calculating required project budget and resources. 

 

SAP is a registered trademark of SAP AG. SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective 

logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and in several other countries all over the world. 


